Forum Subsea Rentals offers a full range of products to meet the demands of rapidly evolving technologies and unpredictable challenges in our industry.

ABOUT FORUM SUBSEA TECHNOLOGIES

In the challenging global offshore oil and gas industry, Forum Subsea Technologies continues to lead the way by providing our customers with an extensive range of world class, mission critical products and services. Working together, we deliver everything remotely possible.™

For more information, please visit www.f-e-t.com/subsea.

With a global presence in key locations, Houston, Aberdeen and Singapore, Forum Subsea Rentals (FSR) is one of the leading providers of rental equipment and calibration services to the marine survey, construction, ROV, geophysical and environmental industry. FSR can offer an extensive range of specialist Survey and ROV equipment to assist global customers meet all their project requirements including all the latest technology in a fast moving environment.
In addition to offering rental service, FSR can also offer specialist offshore or mobilisation support to complement our customer’s field staff. All of our engineers are formally qualified and undergo extensive manufacturers training in the operation and service of our equipment. We are continually updating and expanding our skills and tools to meet both the engineering team and client’s demands.

Our team of engineering professionals has the essential offshore experience and knowledge base necessary to work within the harsh marine environment. Forum Subsea Rentals has an experienced team of field support engineers with core areas of expertise including the installation and operation of:

- Analogue geophysical survey systems
- Oceanographic equipment
- ROV inspection and survey sensors
- LBL & USBL acoustic positioning equipment and software
- Surface positioning and navigation equipment
- Inertial navigation systems
- Multibeam echo sounder and acquisition software
Subsea Applications

Forum Subsea Rentals supply the complete range of subsea electronic equipment required to perform surveys and inspections undertaken by the main subsea contractors, independent survey companies and ROV companies. The applications run from the early exploration stages through construction support and then ongoing inspection and maintenance tasks depicted in the scene below.
Rentals

SUBSEA POSITIONING
Forum Subsea Rentals is one of the leading suppliers of acoustic wideband subsea positioning equipment for all applications from shallow water USBL projects to large LBL spreads for deep-water field developments. Key equipment from Sonardyne, Kongsberg, Applied Acoustics, IxBlue form one of the world’s largest fleet of positioning equipment available for rental. In addition, Forum Subsea Rentals has an extensive inventory of ancillary equipment such as gyro’s, motion sensors and environmental sensors to complete your subsea package requirements.

ROV AND TRENCHING SENSORS
Forum Subsea Rentals stock a large and very modern range of the latest ROV Trencher sensors, from the leading industry manufacturers within the specialist Marine Survey and Inspection sector. Industry standard products from IxBlue, Reson, Teledyne, R2Sonic, Kongsberg, CDL and Tritech form the core product offering in this growing market. Assisting our customers perform surveys associated with Pipelay, Flexible and Umbilical lay, trenching and OOS surveys are key activities with this product range. Subsequent inspection tasks along pipelines and cables will also require many of these sensors.

GEOPHYSICAL & HYDROGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
Forum Subsea Rentals offers an extensive fleet of geophysical survey sensors for rental ranging from shallow water side scan and sub bottom profiler equipment to deep tow and ROV-mounted combined systems. We also offer a variety of winches, tow cables, magnetometers, acquisition systems and post-processing software to customize your rental. For your hydrographic survey needs we offer a full range of single beam echo sounders plus the latest multibeam technology supported by our team of dedicated engineers.

ROV TOOLING
We offer a full range of ROV robotics, remote intervention tools (including LAOT, FLOT, cutting and grinding tools), torque tools plus control systems, tooling skids and deployment equipment for rental. The tooling rental is supported by dedicated facilities and engineers in Aberdeen, Singapore and Houston.

OCEANOGRAPHIC & ENVIRONMENTAL SENSORS
Forum Subsea Rentals holds a wide range of Oceanographic and Environmental sensors including weather stations, ADCPs, current meters and tide gauges. We provide customized solutions for your mounting and mooring requirements through our in-house engineering team.

NDT EQUIPMENT
Forum Subsea Rentals offers a range of Non-Destructive Testing equipment, including subsea leak detection sensors, thickness gauges, Flooded Member Detection (FMD) equipment and Cathodic Protection (CP) inspection tools.
Engineering & Product Development

Forum Subsea Rentals equipment rental supply is supported by the company’s engineering and product development team.

The team utilises design tools such as Solidworks™ and has the technical knowledge and experience to quickly respond to the most complex requirements with innovative solutions. This has resulted in the D-POS product range including: USBL and multibeam deployment poles, diver and ROV deployment frames and the development of the D-POS Taut Wire DP reference sensor.

Utilising partnerships with other Forum companies such as Perry™ and Sub-Atlantic™, two of the most well respected ROV manufacturers in the industry and Visualsoft, Forum Subsea Rentals is committed to developing our own range of rental products for subsea intervention and tooling, NDT, subsea leak detection, inspection and environmental surveys.

Personnel

To support our equipment rental service, Forum can supply highly trained survey engineers for offshore operations. Areas of expertise include USBL and LBL positioning, geophysical towed sensor survey equipment, ROV pipeline and seabed survey packages, integration and installation of dynamic positioning systems and associated sensors.

Sensor Calibration

Following significant investment, Forum Subsea Rentals is the leading supplier of environmental and survey sensor calibration services in Aberdeen. Forum Subsea Rentals offer the following calibration services: Valeport, SV, and CTD sensors, Tritech Bathy, Digiquartz and Valeport pressure sensors, Sonardyne, strain gauge and digiquartz end-caps.

Dynamic Positioning Systems Sales

Forum Subsea Rentals offers a full array of positioning sensors and complete packaged solutions for dynamic positioning vessels. Equipment that can be supplied by Forum Subsea Rentals includes Taut Wire systems, fiber optic and mechanical gyrocompass, motion sensors and acoustic positioning systems. Forum Subsea Rentals can also supply complete integrated packages and combined installation of DP systems aided by our experienced project management team.